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§ 1. Introduction

Throughout this paper, p will denote a prime ^5. In the p-component of

the stable homotopy group π*S of spheres, H. Toda and L. Smith introduced a

family {βs; s^l}, and then S. Oka introduced another family {βtp/r; f ^ l , 1 ̂ r^p

and (ί, r)τ^(l, p)} (cf. [2]). The products βsβtp/r (by composition) is trivial if

r<p by [2] and [5]; and some results for r = p are found in [2], [4], [5]. In

this paper, we have the following

THEOREM. βrp+ίβtp/p*Q in π*S if pj(tu(u + l ) f o r u=(r + t)lp".

By this theorem and the results in [2], [4], [5], the products a) βrpβtp/p with

p\r + t and b) βrp+ιβtp/p with r+t = (up— \)pn are not determined to be trivial or

not; and we see that the other product βsβtpfp is non-trivial if and only if p)(st.

We note that the product a) is trivial in the E2-term of the Adams-Novikov spectral

sequence for π*S, by [6; Cor. 2.8].

Furthermore, recall the family {βtp2lpt2\ t^2} in π*S given by S. Oka (cf. [2]).

Then the equality βsβtp2/p,2 = βs+t(p2-p}βtp/p ([2; Prop. 6.1]) in the £2-term implies

COROLLARY. βrp+ιβtp2/pi2^Q in π*S if pj(tu(ii + \)for u = (r + tp)lp".

We recall [1] the comodule Ml (see (2.3)) over the Hopf algebroid BP*BP

of the Brown-Peterson spectrum BP at pi and we prepare some £P*RP-comodules

in §2. It is proved in [4; §5] that there exists an element bs+tp_ί in E\t^P^BP

(BP#, Mg) whose non-triviality implies that of βsβtp/p in π*S (see Lemma 3.1);

and we prove the theorem in §3 by showing b(r+t}p^Q.

The author wishes to thank Professor M. Sugawara for his helpful suggestions.

§2. The tfP^P-comodules M(nJ) and M(n)

For a given prime p^5, let BP be the Brown-Peterson spectrum at /?, and

consider the Hopf algebroid

(2.1) (A, Γ) = (BP^ BP*BP) = (Z ,̂ ι;2,-.], BP^t^ r2, ]) with
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It^l = \tι\ = e(ί) = (p'-l)/(p-l), where \x\ = (degx)/4 and q = 2p- 2.

Then, for a Γ-comodule M with coaction ι^M: M->M ®XΓ, H*M = Ext£ (4, M)
is the homology of the cobar complex (Ω*M, d*) defined by

(2.2) ΩSM = M ® A Γ ® A - - ®A Γ (s copies of Γ) and

Js(m®x) = \l/Mm ® x + Σf=ι (-l) fm ® x t ® ®

JXi® ® xs - (-l)sra® x® 1

for meM, x f e Γ and x = x1® « ®xs, where Λ : Γ->Γ ®^Γ is the diagonal of Γ.
In particular, for the Γ-comodule A with ψA = η, the right unit of Γ, we have

(2.2.1) d0vi = jpί l s d0υ2 = vJl - v^tl moά(p) and d j ί j = 0 in Ω*A.

See [3] for details.

We now consider the following Γ-comodules M(/t, 7) and M(n) with coactions
η induced from the above η for A :

(2.3) M(n, j) = v^AKp", υ{) for p"'1 1;, and

M(n) = dirlim,. M(n, j) = υ^AKp", i f)

= {x/ϋ{ [ x e t j1^, 7^1, and x/v{ = 0 if p" | x or ι;{ |x}.

Then, the Γ-comodules M/ (1+7 = 2) in [1] are given by

(2.3.1) M°2 = M(l, 1), M{ = M(l) and Mg = dirlimπM(«) -

{x/v^v{ \xev21 A, i, 7'=-! and X/VIQV{ = Q if pl\x or ι;{ |x} ( 0̂ =

Furthermore, we have the short exact sequences

0 - > M(fc, /) -̂ -> M(fc+ 1, 0 - > Af(l, /) - . 0,

0 - > M(l, fe) 1/d M(l) -ϋU M(l) - > 0,

0 - > M (fc, /) M(/c) ̂  M(fc) - > 0

and 0 - > M(fc) 1̂ 1 M§ -̂  Mg - > 0

for l^ fe^n and l = 2pn of the Γ-comodules. These give rise to the long exact
sequences

(2.3.2) ..- - >H*-lM(l, /) î> H*M(k, /) -̂ ->
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(2.3.3) .-. > H*~lM(l) A+ #*M(1, k) -̂ l

H*M(1) -?U Ή*M(1)

(2.3.4) ... *H*-*M(\) -̂ U H*M(fc, /) ̂ i

H*M(/c) -?U H*M(fc) > . , and

(2.3.5) ... > H*-1M2

Q -**-> H*M(k) ̂  H*M§ -̂ > H*M§ > - » .

We now recall the notations of cycles

(2.4.1) ζ of degree 0 for i = 1, g0 of degree q for i = 2, p = t j1^ ® 00 of degree

0 for i = 3 and p ® ζ of degree 0 for ί = 4 in Ωh^A.

which represent some bases of the Fp[v2, v2 ^-vector space H*M(19 1) = //*M§
(cf. [3; Ch. 6]). Then, we have the following:

(2.4.2) [1; Lemma 3.19] d^'" = 0 in Ω2M(1, p") and Cpk = Cpn (̂

(2.4.3) [4; Prop. 3.7] There exists an element GQeΩ2v^A such that G0 = g0

in Ω2M(1, 1) and d^GQ = υlP in Ω3M(1, 2).

u! acts on H*M(1) by (2.2.1), and the Fp\v^ -module #*M(l) = /f*M} is
determined by [4; Th. 4.4]. Besides, the /y module /f*M(l, k) is determined

by the /^OJ-module H*M(1) and (2.3.3). In particular, [4; Th. 4.4] implies
immediately the following :

(2.5.1) Each element in H2M(l, p") (n^l) at degree 0 is 0 in H2M(l,

an_ι\ where a0 = 1, at = p1 4- pί-1 - 1.

(2.5.2) H3M(1, /) (l = 2pn) at degree m(p+l)^ (m = spn, p^s(s+l)) is the

/^-vector space spanned by δ/vOTιί (i = 0, 1), where

(2.5.3) vmiQ = v?gQlv, and vm j l = v^t, ® ζ/^ in

Noticing that ζ®ζ/t;1=0 in #2M(1), we see by (2.2.1) that

(2.5.4) v M f l ® C = 0 in

Furthermore, we have 3 ίvmi0 = (w + l)ϋjp in H3M(1, 1) by (2.4.3), (2.2.1)
and the definition of δ, and vm>0 Then, t?Jp®ζ^O in //4M(1, 1) (by (2.4.1))
implies
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(2.5.5) δ,vmi0 ® ζpk * 0 in #4M(1, /) (/ = 2p") for k> n, if p X m + 1.

LEMMA 2.6. There exists a cycle ζn in Ω}M(n + l, p") (fl^O) such that
ζn = ζp2n in ΩlM(l, p"), and so ζn = ζ in WM(\, 1) (by (2.4.2)).

PROOF. ζn,o = ζp2n is a cycle in Ω1M(\, p2n) by (2.4.2). Assume inductively
that there is a cycle ζnj in Ω'MO'+l, /?*) (k = 2n-j) for 0^j<n such that ζπj =

Cn,0 in Ω'MO, pfc). Then d^n>j = pJ+lz in Ω2M(j + 2, pk) for some zeΩ2M(l,
/?*), and z is a cycle because /?y+1: Ω*M(1, ;?Λ)-»Ω*M(7 + 2, pfc) is a monomor-

phism of complexes (since k = 2n—j>n>j). Thus z = v([x (a = ali_ί) in H2M(1,

pfc) for some cycle x by (2.5.1), and so v^x — z = d1φ for some 0 in Ω1M(\, pk).
Hence d^^p^v^x in Ω2M(./ + 2, pfc) for ζ' = ζnJ + pJ+iφ, and so f is a cycle in

Ω1MO' + 2, p*-1). Thus we have ζnj+ί=ζ' satisfying the statement for 7 + 1.
Now, the lemma holds by setting ζn = ζtttn. q. e. d.

LEMMA 2.7. For i = 0, 1 and m = spn with pjfs, there exists a cycle Nntti

in Ω2M(n + 1) such that Nmti = vmti in Ω2M(\). Furthermore, 2dlNmίί

PROOF. Recall [4; Lemma 4.7] an element zmeΩlM(n + 2) for m = sp" with
s, such that

(2.7.1) zm = 2v^tί/υ1 in Ω^ίl) and dvzm = mtfym#-vmΛ) in

The last equality gives us an element w in Ω2M(n+l) such that dlzm = mp\v in

Ω2M(2n + 2) and w = vm > 0-vm > 1 in Ω2M(1). Since pπ+1: Ω*M(fi + l)-*Ω*Λf(2n

+ 2) is monomorphic, we see that w is a cycle. Thus the lemma holds for Λfm 0 =
w + Wfπ.i and N/ Π j l=2~1zm®C/ J + 1 by the first equality in (2.7.1) and Lemma 2.6.
In fact, the last equality in the lemma follows from (2.5.4), Lemma 2.6 and the

last equality of (2.7. 1). q. e. d.

§ 3. Proof of Theorem

We recall the following

LEMMA 3.1 [4; §5]. βsβtp/p^Q in π*S if *&,+„-! ̂ 0 in H2Mg, where

frm = »2ii®f/^i = ̂ W fi/»0eH2Mg.

In fact, the last equality follows from Lemma 2.7.
In view of this lemma, the theorem in §1 follows immediately from the

following

PROPOSITION 3.2. bm + 0 in H2M% if pjfs(s + 1) for s = m/p".

REMARK. fcm = 0 in H2Mg for m = (rpi-\)pn with l g / ^ w + 2 by [1;

Prop. 6.9].
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Now, we prqve this proposition.

LEMMA 3.3. For l^k^n and l = 2p", the map p: H4M(k, l)-+H4M(k + l, /)
in (2.3.2) is monomorphic at degree m(p+l)qfor m = spn with p^s

PROOF. Consider the Γ-comodule B = V2lA/(pn+i)9 the short exact sequence

0 — >B^υϊίBJ!^M(n + ί) — >0 and the projection pr: £->M(r, /) (l^r^n + 1).
Then we have a cycle ci = λ'ld2μ~1Nmii (ϊ = 0, 1) in Ω3B for the cycle Nmti in
Lemma 2.7, and Pιci = dlvmti for dt: H2M(Ϊ)-*H3M(1, /) by definition since
jV m . = vw>ί in Ω2M(1) by Lemma 2.7. Thus, for dktl: H*M(1, /)->//4M(fc, /) in

(2.3.2), '

dk,ι(dιvm,i) = dfcfιQ>ιcι) = P~ίd3(pk+ίci) = p~lpk+l(dzc^ = 0.

Hence, dk>l = 0 at degree m(p+l)q by (2.5.2), which shows the lemma by (2.3.2).
q.e.d.

PROPOSITION 3.4. pnvmto®ζn+ί^Q in H3M(n + l) for m in Lemma 3.3.

PROOF. Note that p/ lvm > 0®Cn + 1=pπvm > 0®Ck (k = p2n+2) in #3M(n + l) and
ζk is a cycle in ΩXM(1, k) by (2.4.2). Then, for δn + ίj in (2.3.4) with l = 2p"9

^n+u(Pnvm,o®C*) = P"dίvm,o®ί* holds by the definition of δ and d. On the other
hand, pM^vm>0®ζ fc^O in #4M(n + l, /) by (2.5.5) and Lemma 3.3. These
show the proposition. q. e. d.

PROOF OF PROPOSITION 3.2. For δn+ί in (2.3.5) and bm in Lemma 3.1,
2<5n+ιbm = 2d1Nm>1/p = mvm>0®ζn+1 in #3M(n + l) by Lemma 2.7. Thus, 6m^0

by the above proposition. q. e. d.
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